As modern supercomputing systems reach peta-flop performance they grow in both size and complexity, becoming increasingly vulnerable to failures. Checkpointing is a popular technique for tolerating such failures. Although a variety of automated system-level checkpointing solutions are currently available to HPC users, manual application-level checkpointing remains more popular due to its superior performance. This paper improves performance of automated checkpointing by presenting a compiler analysis for incremental checkpointing. This analysis, which works with both sequential and OpenMP applications, significantly reduces checkpoint sizes and enables asynchronous checkpointing.
Introduction
Dramatic growth in supercomputing system capability from tera-to peta-flops has resulted in dramatically increased system complexity. Systems like BlueGene/Land the upcoming RoadRunner have grown to more than 100k processors and tens of TBs of RAM; future designs promise to exceed these limits by large margins. Large supercomputers are made from high-quality components, but increasing component counts make them vulnerable to faults, including hardware breakdowns [5] and soft errors [2] .
Checkpointing is a common technique for tolerating failures. Unfortunately, the large size of saved data can make automated checkpointing can be very expensive. Incremental checkpointing [4] reduces this cost. A runtime monitor tracks application writes, and if it detects that a memory region has not been modified between two adjacent checkpoints, that region is omitted from the subsequent checkpoint, reducing the amount of data to be saved. "asynchronous checkpointing" is a variant of this technique where each application memory region is asynchronously saved between the time of the checkpoint and its first post-checkpoint use.
In contrast to prior work, which uses runtime techniques for monitoring application writes, this paper presents a compiler analysis for tracking such writes. Given an application that has been Copyright is held by the author/owner(s Figure 1 . Transformation example manually annotated with calls to a checkpoint function, for each array the analysis identifies points in the code such that either:
• there exist no writes to the array between the point in the code and the next checkpoint and/or • there exist no writes to the array between the last checkpoint and the point in the code When the analysis detects that a given array is unmodified between two checkpoints, this array is omitted from the second checkpoint. Furthermore, each array can be asynchronously saved between the last pre-checkpoint write to the array and the first postcheckpoint write. In contrast to prior work, this technique enables asynchronous checkpointing to begin before the checkpoint itself.
Previous research on checkpoint optimization compiler analyses [3] [6] has focused on pure compiler solutions that reduce the amount of data checkpointed. Our work is a hybrid compiler/runtime approach, where the compiler optimizes certain portions of an otherwise runtime checkpointing solution. This allows us to both reduce the checkpoint size, as well as support purely runtime techniques such as asynchronous checkpointing.
Compiler/Runtime Interface
Our incremental checkpointing system is divided into run-time and compile-time components. The checkpointing runtime may either checkpoint application memory inside of checkpoint calls or include an extra thread that checkpoints asynchronously. Memory regions that do not contain arrays (a small portion of the code in most scientific applications) are saved in a blocking fashion during calls to checkpoint. Arrays are dealt with in an incremental and/or asynchronous fashion, as directed by the compiler-inserted calls to functions:
• start chkpt(array) -inserted immediately after the last write to array before a checkpoint • end chkpt(array) -inserted immediately before the first write to array after a checkpoint Figure 1 contains an example of this transformation.
Compiler Analysis
The incremental checkpointing analysis is a dataflow analysis consisting of forward and backward components. The forward compo-nent, called the Dirty Analysis, identifies the first write to each array after a checkpoint. The backward component, called the Will-Write analysis, identifies the last write to each array before a checkpoint.
For each array at each node n in a function's control-flow graph(CFG) the analysis maintains two bits of information:
• mustDirty[n](array): T rue if there must exist a write to array along every path from a checkpoint call to this point in the code; False otherwise.
• mayW illW rite[n](array): T rue if there may exist a write to array along some path from a this point in the code to a checkpoint call; False otherwise. n. The Dirty and Will-Write analyses start at the top and bottom of each function's CFG, respectively, in a state where all arrays are considered to be clean (e.g., consistent with the previous and next checkpoint, respectively). They then propagate forward and backward, respectively, through the CFG, setting each array's write bit to T rue at each write to this array. When each analysis reaches a checkpoint call, it resets the state of all the arrays to F alse.
end chkpt(array) is inserted into the code at CFG edges where mustDirty[n](array) transitions from F alse to T rue. start chkpt(array) is similarly inserted at T rue to F alse transitions of mayW illW rite[n](array).
OpenMP Support
OpenMP is a popular API for multi-threaded shared memory programming. We have extended the above sequential analysis to enable incremental and asynchronous checkpointing of OpenMP applications. Checkpoints are assumed to be placed at #pragma omp barrier calls in the application (new barriers may be added for the purpose of checkpointing).
The above analysis identifies the last/first write along any path until/since a checkpoint. As such, the analysis can be directly applied to identify each thread's first/last such write. Given an OpenMP application that has been transformed using the sequential analysis, it is simple to determine the application's first write to any given array because this write is preceded by an end chkpt call on some thread. It is more complex to determine the last write to a given array because a start chkpt call on any one thread does not imply that all threads have finished writing to the array. We have proven that OpenMP's fork-join model of parallelism ensures that for all start chkpt calls that follow a given checkpoint, the number of threads is the same (proof omitted due to lack of space). As such, the runtime knows that all threads have finished writing to array when the number of threads that have called start chkpt(array) is equal to the number of active threads.
Experimental Evaluation
We have evaluated the effectiveness of the above compiler analysis by applying it to the C OpenMP versions of the NAS Parallel Benchmarks [1]. The target applications were executed on all problem classes, on 2.4Ghz Opterons. Each application was set to checkpoint 5 times, with the checkpoints spaced evenly throughout the application's execution. The transformed codes were evaluated with a model checkpointing runtime that simulates both incremental and asynchronous checkpointing by stalling the checkpointing thread the amount of time required to checkpoint a given memory region at a given I/O bandwidth. Figure 2 shows the % reduction in the sizes of checkpoints as a result of using the compiler analysis for (results for input size A are presented, since it is typical). The amount of savings varies between different applications, ranging from 79% for CG to 0% for EP with 1 thread. There is little change in the reduction as the number of threads increases. The only exceptions are EP where it ranges from 0% for 1 thread to 17% for 8 threads and IS, which ranges from 15% for 1 thread to 26% for threads. Figure 3 . Execution time differences between Incr-Asynch and Incr-Block (4 threads) Figure 3 shows the percent difference between the performance of runs where state was saved asynchronously versus runs where the checkpoint call is blocked during checkpointing (all runs used incremental checkpointing). I/O bandwidths from 1MB/s -1GB/s as well as infinite are shown. Data for 4-thread runs at input size A is presented, since it is typical. Asynchronous checkpointing performs better than blocking checkpointing for some but not all bandwidths and applications. CG performs worse with asynchronous checkpointing for small bandwidths for all thread numbers and SP shows a large slowdown with asynchronous checkpointing.
